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			Issue 25: December 2013
Australian Antarctic Magazine

			
			Home > 
Australian Antarctic Magazine > 
Issue 25: December 2013
		
					The Australian Antarctic Magazine ceased production in June 2020 and has been replaced by an in-depth, interactive feature series Explore Antarctica. You can also keep up to date with the latest news from the Australian Antarctic Program with our online newsletter Antarctic Insider.


The Australian Antarctic Magazine [ISSN 2652-3027 – online version] seeks to inform the Australian and international Antarctic community about the activities of the Australian Antarctic program. Opinions expressed in the magazine do not necessarily represent the position of the Australian Government.


Between 2001 and 2020 the magazine was published twice a year, in June and December, in hard copy and online. All text and images published in the magazine are copyright of the Commonwealth of Australia, unless otherwise stated. Editorial enquiries, including requests to reproduce material, should be addressed to the Editor at magazine@aad.gov.au.



About the cover


These two young elephant seals were photographed on Heard Island in November 2012 by Dr Matt Curnock, a research officer with CSIRO Ecosystem Sciences, based in Townsville. Matt was part of a tour group visiting the island with Heritage Expeditions. The young seals (weaners) are pictured on the volcanic rocky shore of Corinthian Bay, in front of the retreated edge of the Baudissin Glacier. Read more about the Heard Island trip on page 27 and see more of Matt’s photographic work in Freeze Frame on page 37.
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				We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past and present.
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